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Despite the significant amount of research on carbon nanotubes, the thermal conductivity
of individual single-wall carbon nanotubes has not been well established. To date only a
few groups have reported experimental data for these molecules. Existing molecular
dynamics simulation results range from several hundred to 6600 W/m K and existing
theoretical predictions range from several dozens to 9500 W/m K. To clarify the several-
order-of-magnitude discrepancy in the literature, this paper utilizes molecular dynamics
simulation to systematically examine the thermal conductivity of several individual (10,
10) single-wall carbon nanotubes as a function of length, temperature, boundary condi-
tions and molecular dynamics simulation methodology. Nanotube lengths ranging from 5
nm to 40 nm are investigated. The results indicate that thermal conductivity increases
with nanotube length, varying from about 10 W/m to 375 W/m K depending on the
various simulation conditions. Phonon decay times on the order of hundreds of fs are
computed. These times increase linearly with length, indicating ballistic transport in the
nanotubes. A simple estimate of speed of sound, which does not require involved calcu-
lation of dispersion relations, is presented based on the heat current autocorrelation
decay. Agreement with the majority of theoretical/computational literature thermal con-
ductivity data is achieved for the nanotube lengths treated here. Discrepancies in thermal
conductivity magnitude with experimental data are primarily attributed to length effects,
although simulation methodology, stress, and intermolecular potential may also play a
role. Quantum correction of the calculated results reveals thermal conductivity tempera-
ture dependence in qualitative agreement with experimental data.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2717242�

Keywords: thermal conductivity, molecular dynamics simulation, phonon, single-wall
carbon nanotube
ntroduction
Recent advances in micro- and nanofabrication have enabled

he continuing reduction in size of electronic devices. Smaller
izes have led to higher device densities at the expense of in-
reased power demand and the resultant heat generation. New
hermal management strategies are thus critically important to
ontinued high performance, reliability, and lifetime. One such
trategy is to develop novel high thermal conductivity materials
ased on carbon nanotubes. Carbon nanotubes, which come in
ingle- and multiwall forms, are rolled up from graphene sheets
nto cylinders. Early work predicted superior thermal conductiv-
ty, exceeding even that of diamond, for carbon nanotubes �1�.

ost measurements on nanotube materials indicate that thermal
onductivity increases monotonically with increasing temperature
ven above ambient temperature. Two groups have observed ex-
erimental thermal conductivity values of more than
000 W/m K at room temperature for individual multiwall nano-
ubes �MWNTs�, although the tube diameters are slightly differ-
nt: 14 nm from Kim et al. �2� and 16.1 nm from Fujii et al. �3�.
hoi et al. found a much lower value of 300 W/m K for MWNTs
ith 20 nm outer diameter and 1.4 �m length at room tempera-

ure �4�. Hone et al. �1� found that the thermal conductivity of
ligned single-wall nanotube �SWNT� crystalline ropes is about
50 W/m K at 300 K and estimated that the longitudinal thermal
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conductivity of a single SWNT ranges from
1750 W/m K to 5800 W/m K. The first thermal conductance
measurement on an isolated SWNT revealed a higher room-
temperature thermal conductivity than that of MWNT, ranging
from 2000 W/m K to 10000 W/m K depending on the diameter
assumed in the conversion from conductance to conductivity �5�.
More recent measurements, carried out above room temperature
on a 2.6 �m long single wall carbon nanotube, display a peak
thermal conductivity value of about 3400 W/m K near 300 K,
decreasing to about 1200 W/m K at 800 K �6�. Within the above
results �Table 1�, there is significant variation in the data for nano-
tubes of varying diameters and lengths.

Molecular Dynamics Simulation Techniques. Molecular dy-
namics �MD� simulation �7� provides another approach for deter-
mining the thermal conductivity of carbon nanotubes, and yields
additional atomistic information useful for analyzing thermal en-
ergy transport in SWNT and other carbon nanotube based materi-
als. Classical MD involves integration of Newton’s equations of
motion for atoms interacting with each other through an empirical
interatomic potential. It does not explicitly model electrons and
therefore cannot simulate electron–electron or electron–phonon
interactions. The phonon contribution for thermal conductivity is
dominant in both MWNTs and SWNTs at all temperatures �8–10�,
which justifies neglecting electronic effects in simulations of car-
bon nanotubes.

In general there are three ways to compute the thermal conduc-
tivity in a solid. Nonequilibrium molecular dynamics �NEMD�
�11� is based on Fourier’s law, which relates the heat current in the
axial direction to the axial temperature gradient through thermal

conductivity
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Jz = qzV = − kV
dT

dz
�1�

quilibrium molecular dynamics �EMD� �12� is based on the
reen–Kubo formula derived from linear response theory �13�.
implifying for the case of axial conduction yields the thermal
onductivity expression

k =
1

VkBT2�
0

�

�Jz�0�Jz�t��dt �2�

here Jz is the axial component of the heat current J� �14�

J��t� = �
i

vi
� �i +

1

2 �
ij,i�j

rij
� �f ij

� · vi
� � �3�

nd the term inside the angle brackets in Eq. �2� represents the
xial heat current autocorrelation function �HCACF�. The tempo-
al decay of the average HCACF represents the time scale of
hermal transport.

The third method, homogeneous NEMD �HNEMD� �15�, is a
onequilibrium approach in which an external field is applied to
he system to represent the effects of heat flow without physically

mposing a temperature gradient or flux. Fe
� is the external field

hat adds an extra force �Fi
� to each individual atom by

�Fi
� = ��i − ����Fe

� − �
j��i�

f ij
� �rij

� · Fe
� � +

1

N �
jk�j�k�

f jk
� �rjk

� · Fe
� � �4�

xtrapolating to zero external field �15� and applying Fe
� in the

xial direction allows the thermal conductivity to be determined

Table 1 Thermal conductivity of isolated

k
�W/m K�

Tub
leng
�nm

Molecular dyn

Berber et al. �16� 6600
Osman et al. �17� 1700
Che et al. �18� 2980
Yao et al. �19� 1–4�1023 6
Padgett and Brenner �20� 40–320 20–
Moreland et al. �21� 215–831 50–1
Maruyama �22� 260–400 10–

Boltzmann–Peierls phono

Mingo and Broido �24� 80–9500 10–

Experimenta

k
�W/m K�

Tub
leng
�nm

Kim et al. �2� �MWNT� 3000 2
Fujii et al. �3� �MWNT� 500 3

1800 1
2800 3

Yu et al. �5� 2000 2
10,000 2

Pop et al. �6� 3400 2
Choi et al. �4� �MWNT� 300 1

aChirality unknown.
rom
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k = lim
Fe→0

lim
t→�

�Jz�Fe
� ,t��

FeTV
�5�

where the axial heat current is time averaged. This method is

computationally efficient, but the extrapolation to zero Fe
� can be a

challenge as is shown later.

Previous Modeling Work. Several classical MD simulations
have been performed in order to pinpoint the thermal conductivity
of isolated �10, 10� SWNT �16–22�. Table 1 lists these results. It is
seen that the values vary from several hundred to 6600 W/m K,
with one outlier point �19� estimated at 1023 W/m K! In general,
most values are lower than experimental data �5,6�. As the struc-
tural details of the tubes measured in the experiments are not
known, it is difficult to compare to simulations on specific tube
chiralities. There is still significant uncertainty as to the correct
value of SWNT thermal conductivity.

Berber et al. �16� found that thermal conductivity increases with
increasing temperature, reaches a peak at around 100 K, and fi-
nally decreases to about 6600 W/m K at room temperature. Os-
man et al. �17� found a similar behavior with a peak of near 400 K
and a conductivity of about 1700 W/m K at 300 K. Che et al.
�18� claimed to find length convergent thermal conductivity of
about 2980 W/m K for a 40 nm long tube at room temperature.
Yao et al. �19� calculated thermal conductance of carbon nano-
tubes; a conversion to conductivity by dividing thermal conduc-
tance by cross-sectional area gives results 23 orders of magnitude
higher than other literature values. Additionally their phonon
spectra appear quite different from those of other MD simulations
�17,22�. The reason for those extreme values might be the viola-
tion of the ballistic upper bound to thermal conductivity pointed
out by Mingo and Broido �23�. Padgett and Brenner �20� predicted
thermal conductivity about 160 W/m K at 300 K, and Moreland

gle-wall carbon nanotubes at TMD=300 K

Cross-sectional
area
�m2� Chirality

Simulation
technique

ics simulation

29�10−19 �10, 10� HNEMD
14.6�10−19 �10, 10� NEMD

4.3�10−19 �10, 10� EMD
14.6�10−19 �10, 10� EMD
14.6�10−19 �10, 10� NEMD
14.6�10−19 �10, 10� NEMD
14.6�10−19 �10, 10� NEMD

ansport equation �316 K�

�10,0�

easurementa

Diameter
�nm�

14
28.2
16.1

9.8
1
3
1.7

20
sin

e
th
�

am

2.5
30
40

–60
310
000
400

n tr

109

l m

e
th
�

500
600
890
700
600
600
600
400
et al. �21� found that the thermal conductivity at 300 K increases
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rom 215 W/m K at 50 nm to 831 W/m K at 1000 nm tube
ength. Maruyama �22� showed that the thermal conductivity is
round 400 W/m K for a 400 nm long tube and increases steadily
ith length with an exponent of 0.15. In the latter two results,

ength convergence is still not achieved even for the longest nano-
ubes simulated. Mingo and Broido �24� solved the linearized
oltzmann–Peierls phonon transport equation by considering

hree-phonon scattering processes to higher order and showed that
t short lengths the thermal conductivity increases with length
ballistic regime� while at longer lengths �diffusive regime� a
ength convergent value is achieved. The thermal conductivity of
ndividual 100 nm long �10, 0� SWNT at 316 K was about
00 W/m K, and the length convergent value is as high as about
500 W/m K.

Possible Reasons for Literature Discrepancies. As discussed
bove, nanotube length is a significant reason for the discrepan-
ies in the literature. Various groups have performed calculations
nd measurements at different lengths and thus at different loca-
ions in the ballistic-diffusive continuum, so the observed length
ependence is not surprising in light of these observations. Tem-
erature effects are also important, as indicated by the peaking
ehavior observed by several authors �5,16,17�. Another reason
or these discrepancies arises from differing choices for the nano-
ube cross-sectional area. In Eqs. �1�, �2�, and �5� it is evident that
hermal conductivity is inversely proportional to nanotube vol-
me, which is equal to cross-sectional area multiplied by nanotube
ength. The choice of nanotube area thus influences the calculated
hermal conductivity value, and to compare obtained thermal con-
uctivities from different groups it is imperative to scale all values
y the same area. Berber et al. �16� calculated the area based upon
he fact that tubes have an interwall separation of about 3.4 Å in
anotube bundles. Che et al. �18� chose a ring of 1 Å thickness for
he cross-sectional area as the geometric configuration, while

aruyama �22� used a ring of van der Waals thickness of 3.4 Å.
he rest �17,19–21� calculated the area as a circle with circumfer-
nce defined by the centers of the atoms around the nanotube.
caling all tubes by the same area still does not eliminate the
ifferences. All of the above studies except for one used the
ersoff–Brenner �TB� bond order potential �25� to model the car-
on nanotubes. Padgett and Brenner �20� used the reactive bond
rder potential �REBO� �26�, an improved second-generation ver-
ion of the TB potential, in an NEMD simulation. They found a
hermal conductivity of 160 W/m K at 61.5 nm nanotube length.

oreland et al. �21� and Maruyama �22�, who also used NEMD,
mployed the TB potential and found somewhat higher values:
15 W/m K at 50 nm length and 321 W/m K at 20 nm length,
espectively. These differences may be partially caused by the
lightly different form of the potential used.

Stress in the nanotubes may also contribute to the discrepan-
ies. Moreland et al. �21� determined the stress-free tube length by
unning simulations with free boundaries at the tube ends to allow
or longitudinal expansion/contraction, and then applied periodic
oundary conditions �PBCs� for the remainder of the simulations.
hey found much lower thermal conductivity than that from ex-
eriments and from some of the papers above. As no mention of
fforts to mitigate stress by relaxing the structure is discussed in
hese other papers, it is possible that some of the high calculated
alues �16–19� may be caused by compression of the tubes.
tress/strain effects have already been demonstrated to be impor-

ant in other nanostructures �27�. The stress state of the experi-
ental measurements is unknown.
It is not clear whether EMD or NEMD is better for simulating

WNT �21�. Also, the choice of axial boundary condition influ-
nces the thermal transport. The phonon mean free path in SWNT
s several microns �28�, and for nanotubes shorter than this length
honon scattering from free boundaries will be important. Nano-
ubes modeled with periodic boundary conditions have no free

oundary and thus boundary scattering is eliminated, leaving

ournal of Heat Transfer
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phonon–phonon interactions as the only scattering mechanism.
For a finite-length tube in which the phonons are scattered at the
ends, it is more physically meaningful to use free boundary con-
ditions in the simulations.

To clarify the correct temperature and length dependence of
individual �10, 10� SWNTs, this paper investigates the effects of
boundary conditions and MD simulation methods under a consis-
tent set of cross-sectional areas, potentials, and stress conditions.
Phonon density of states and phonon relaxation times are also
calculated to better understand phonon modes and phonon scatter-
ing. Although the study of thermal conductance rather than ther-
mal conductivity may be more appropriate in systems like carbon
nanotubes that experience ballistic transport, thermal conductivity
is investigated here for ease of comparison to available literature
data.

Computational Procedure
In order to study the temperature and length dependence of

thermal conductivity, four different �10, 10� SWNTs are investi-
gated using classical MD. They have 800, 1600, 3200, and 6400
atoms corresponding to nanotube lengths of about 5 nm, 10 nm,
20 nm, and 40 nm, respectively. The temperature ranges from
100 K to 500 K. The initial configuration of �10, 10� SWNT is
constructed using a bond length of 1.42 Å. To study the effect of
different boundary conditions, both free boundary and PBC are
used. In PBC simulations, an extra simulation is run first with free
boundaries to obtain the stress-free tube length. This length is
typically very close to the original starting length.

To model the bonded carbon–carbon interactions, the REBO
potential is used �26�. The nonbonded interactions between atoms
are modeled using the Lennard-Jones potential. The total initial
linear and angular momenta are removed once at the beginning of
the simulation by subtracting the linear and angular velocity com-
ponents �29�

	v� i	new =	v� i	old − �
j

	v� j	old

N
− �� � r�i �6�

This procedure ensures that the isolated carbon nanotube does not
have translational or rotational movement, which simplifies the
calculation of the heat current along the tube axis. In all simula-
tions, a 3.4 Å thickness cylinder is chosen as the geometric con-
figuration. Zero linear and angular momenta are well conserved at
all time steps. Details on the calculation of the instantaneous an-
gular velocity of the system can be found in Ref. �30�. The result-
ing velocities are scaled to match the initial temperature. The time
step is 1 fs for all cases. For the first 40 ps a constant temperature
simulation with the Nosé–Hoover thermostat �31� is used to
equilibrate the system to the desired temperature. Then a 400 ps
long simulation is performed in the microcanonical ensemble to
compute the heat current along the tube axis. The HCACF is
calculated up to 200 ps, after which time it has decayed to ap-
proximately zero.

To calculate thermal conductivity using EMD it is necessary to
integrate the HCACF �Eq. �2��. If PBCs are used, phonons will
reenter the simulation box and interfere with themselves at times
longer than the time a phonon takes to ballistically traverse the
nanotube, �b, resulting in spurious self-correlation effects in the
HCACF �32�. This time is estimated conservatively as the nano-
tube length L divided by the speed of sound of the longitudinal
acoustic mode cLA, which, at 20 km/s �8�, is the fastest traveling
mode in the nanotube. To avoid these spurious effects, a best fit
curve to the HCACF decay is found for t��b �“early time”�.

As suggested by Che et al. �33�, the decay is fitted by a double
exponential function

HCACF = A1 exp�− t/�1� + A2 exp�− t/�2� �7�

where �1 and �2 are time constants associated with fast and slow

decays, respectively. Physically �1 and �2 are interpreted as half of
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he period for energy transfer between two neighboring atoms or
he “local” time decay, and as the average phonon–phonon scat-
ering time, respectively �34�. Thermal conductivity is then com-
uted analytically by integrating Eq. �7� from t=0 to � using the
est fit �1 and �2 values. In each simulation, the general expres-
ion for error propagation �35� is used to calculate the probable
rror of thermal conductivity

	k =
	T
2� �k

�T
�2

+ 	��Jz�t�Jz�0���
2 � �k

��Jz�t�Jz�0���
2

�8�

ecause thermal expansion of the tube is negligible �36�, variation
f the tube volume is not included in the error estimation. The
tandard error of the HCACF depends on the simulation run time
run and the correlation time tcorr �37�

	�Jz�t�Jz�0�� =
2tcorr

trun
�Jz

2� �9�

Fig. 1 Longitudinal phonon density of states at TMD=300 K fo
„a… 20 nm periodic; „b… 20 nm free; „c… 40 nm periodic; and „d
here the correlation time is defined by

08 / Vol. 129, JUNE 2007
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tcorr =

2�
0

�

dt �Jz�t�Jz�0��2

�Jz
2�2 �10�

Results and Discussion

Phonon Density of States. Thermal properties strongly depend
on the phonon density of states �DOS� which is the number of
vibrational states per unit frequency. In MD simulations, the lon-
gitudinal DOS is calculated as

Dlong��� = S� dt e−i�t�vz�t�vz�0�� = S�t · FFT��vz�t�vz�0���

�11�

where the product of the scale factor S=Nm /kBTMD, the MD
simulation timestep �t, and the fast Fourier transform of the av-
eraged axial velocity autocorrelation function is taken. Often in
MD studies the DOS is plotted in arbitrary units rather than units

0, 10… SWNTs with different lengths and boundary conditions:
nm free
r „1
… 40
of states per unit frequency; typically this is done by neglecting
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he S�t product in Eq. �11�. The effect of neglecting S�t is to
emove the effects of total �classical� lattice energy and number of
toms, so that different domain sizes and temperatures can be
ompared using axes with the same scales. This convention is also
ollowed here for all DOS plots. Figure 1 shows the longitudinal
honon DOS �arbitrary units� at 300 K for �10, 10� SWNTs with
wo different lengths and two different boundary conditions. Four
housand temporal points are used in calculating the density of
tates. Therefore the spectral resolution is 0.25 THz. All graphs
ave a strong peak around 52 THz, which is characteristic of the
wo-dimensional �2D� graphene sheet phonon spectrum �38�. In
ll plots with free boundaries, there is also a strong low-frequency
eak. This peak is absent in PBC cases. The physical meaning of
he peak is that there is an additional vibrational mode not present
n the PBC tubes, which represents the periodic axial oscillation
f the free tube ends. Dickey and Paskin �39� found a similar low
requency mode for small particles with free surfaces. The peak
ppears at 1.25 THz, 0.75 THz, 0.5 THz, and 0.25 THz at nano-
ube lengths 5 nm, 10 nm, 20 nm, and 40 nm, respectively. The
eduction in peak position with tube length does not scale linearly;
his is likely a result of the 0.25 THz resolution. The resolution
an be increased by using significantly longer simulation times;
owever, such times are computationally intensive and beyond the
cope of the present study.

The full DOS was also calculated. This was done by replacing
he product of axial velocity components in Eq. �11� with the dot
roduct of velocities

Dfull��� = S� dt e−i�t�v��t� · v��0�� = S�t · FFT��v��t� · v��0���

�12�
nlike the clear “peak” / “no peak” behavior of the longitudinal
ensity of states, the full density of states shows a low-frequency
eak for both PBC and free cases that is more pronounced with
ree boundary conditions. The inclusion of radial and tangential
elocity components in the full DOS �Eq. �12�� contributes addi-
ional vibrational modes and it is likely that these partially obscure
ny “peak”/“no peak” effect occurring at low frequencies.

Temperature Dependence and Quantum Correction. For
oth free boundary and PBC cases, thermal conductivity mono-
onically decreases with increasing temperature as shown in Fig.
. This temperature dependence disagrees with the available low-
emperature ��500 K� experimental data. The reason for this dis-

Fig. 2 Uncorrected thermal conductivity versus temperature
free; and „b… periodic boundary conditions
greement is that quantum effects, which are important at tem-

ournal of Heat Transfer
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peratures below the Debye temperature, are completely neglected
in the classical MD approach. Thus, quantum corrections to the
MD calculations of temperature and thermal conductivity are nec-
essary. Temperature in MD simulations �TMD� is typically calcu-
lated based on the mean kinetic energy of the system. By assum-
ing that the total system energy is twice the mean kinetic energy at
TMD �equipartition� and equal to the total phonon energy of the
system at the quantum temperature T, correction is made through
�40�

m�
i=1

N

vi
� · vi

� = 3NkBTMD =�
0

�max

Dtot��� 1

�e
�/kBT − 1�
+

1

2
�
� d�

�13�

where Dtot��� is the phonon density of states summed over all
acoustic branches and the 1

2 term represents the effect of zero
point energy. Essentially, this procedure corrects for the low-
temperature heat capacity variation with temperature that is not
accounted for in the classical simulation. It provides a means for
mapping results calculated classically onto their quantum analogs
at the same energy level.

To implement the quantum correction here, the Debye density
of states �41� is used. On a per atom basis and converting from
angular frequency to frequency Eq. �13� becomes

TMD =
1

3kB
�

0

�D

btot��� 1

�eh�/kBT − 1�
+

1

2
�h� d� �14�

The total DOS is the sum over the longitudinal, two degenerate
transverse, and twist densities of states

btot = bLA + 2bTA + bTW =
4��2

�N

V
� �

1

cLA
3 +

2

cTA
3 +

1

cTW
3 � = 4� 4��2

cav
3 �N

V
��

�15�

and cav=11.26 km/s is the speed of sound averaged over the four
branches according to their weights in the density of states. The
velocities of the individual branches are given as cLA
=20.35 km/s, cTA=9.43 km/s, and cTW=15 km/s �8�.

The upper limit of Eq. �14� is the Debye frequency, which
scales with Debye temperature through the proportionality factor
kB /h. It is not entirely clear what the correct Debye temperature
value is for carbon nanotubes, but it is expected to be similar to

different nanotube lengths for „10, 10… SWNTs with both: „a…
at
that of graphite �8�. Several studies quote or estimate high values
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or graphite, e.g., 2000 K �8� and 2500 K �42�. A recent first-
rinciples study of graphite �43� reveals a temperature dependent
ebye temperature: �400 K at 0 K rising dramatically to �1900

t high temperature. It is important to note that dramatically dif-
erent Debye temperatures are often quoted for different modes in
he same material, for example 2100 K for longitudinal modes
ersus 614 K for transverse modes propagating in-plane in graph-
te �44�. In other cases a single value, determined from fitting
xperimental heat capacity data or from DOS calculations that
verage among the various vibrational modes, is reported. The
atter approach is used here �Eq. �15��. The Debye frequency is
ound from the number of modes in a single acoustic branch,
hich is equal to the number of primitive cells in the domain �41�

nd also to the number of atoms divided by the number of basis
toms per primitive cell p

M =
N

p
=�

0

�D

Dav���d� =�
0

�D Nbtot���
4

d� =�
0

�D 4N��2

cav
3 �N

V
�d�

�16�

ith the Debye frequency evaluated from the integral as

�D = cav�3�N

V
�

4�p
�

1/3

=
kBTD

h
�17�

he Debye frequency, using the average branch speed cav and
ssuming the cross-sectional area of the nanotube is a ring of van
er Waals thickness 3.4 Å, is 9.86 THz. The corresponding Debye
emperature, 473 K, is comparable to reported values of 475 K
45� and 580 K �46�. It should be noted that our value is lower
han other reported values for nanotubes such as 960 K �9�,
000 K �47�, and the �2000 K values reported for graphite.
hese differences may arise from the different treatments of the
ensity of states used �e.g., Refs. �9,47�� or possibly from the use
f longitudinal instead of averaged phonon velocity. Regardless,
he use of a “low” Debye temperature will give a conservative
stimate of the quantum correction, which is why it has been used
ere.

The relation between TMD and T obtained from Eq. �14� is
hown in Fig. 3�a�. TMD and quantum temperature T differ at low
emperature but approach one another at high temperature. This is

ore clearly illustrated in Fig. 3�b�, which shows the temperature
ependence of dTMD/dT. In this figure the slope approaches 1 as
emperature increases. Inclusion of the zero point energy in Eq.
14� results in a corresponding “zero point temperature”: an MD
emperature below which there is no classical analog to any quan-
um temperature.

The quantum correction is incorporated in the thermal conduc-
ivity expression by multiplying the thermal conductivity in Fou-
ier’s law by a factor dTMD/dT �48�

kqc = −
qz

dT/dz
= −

qz

�dT/dTMD��dTMD/dz�
= �dTMD

dT
�k �18�

his calculation reflects that the thermal conductivity directly cal-
ulated from MD �k� differs from the quantum corrected thermal
onductivity �kqc� due to the differing classical and quantum defi-
itions of temperature. It is evident from Eq. �18� and Fig. 3�b�
hat the quantum correction is largest at low temperature and is
egligible at high temperature.

The corrected thermal conductivities are shown in Fig. 4. They
hould be viewed as qualitative in nature due to the assumptions
f Debye density of states, definition of nanotube cross-sectional
rea, and averaged velocity that have been used. Corrections have
ot been applied to the TMD=100 K values since they are below
he zero point temperature. In general, the corrected thermal con-
uctivities are lower than the uncorrected �classical� thermal con-

uctivities. The difference between quantum corrected and classi-
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cal thermal conductivities decreases with increasing temperature,
as is expected from Fig. 3. Unlike the uncorrected results, which
monotonically decrease with temperature, the corrected results
display a slight increase with temperature to a maximum value at
�400 K, then a slight decrease. This trend is consistent with ther-
mal conductivity measurements for single-wall carbon nanotubes
�5� and multiwall carbon nanotubes �2,3� and is also consistent
with the Debye temperature calculated above. The use of a higher
Debye temperature/frequency yields a stronger correction due to
inclusion of higher frequency modes; these modes are more quan-
tum in nature �33�. This results in a sharper peak and lower values
than in Fig. 4 but qualitatively the results are similar, as ascer-
tained from another set of simulations run at a higher Debye tem-
perature. It is questionable that some other studies �16,17� using
classical MD simulations can also attain this peaking behavior
without a quantum correction, as k�1/T temperature dependence
is expected in the purely classical regime. We agree with
Maruyama �22� that these studies are likely suffering from arti-
facts of small simulation cell size, which cuts off long wave-
lengths at lower temperatures and thus artificially reduces the low-
temperature thermal conductivity.

Effect of Boundary Conditions. Figures 2 and 4 illustrate that

Fig. 3 „a… MD temperature versus quantum temperature for
„10, 10… SWNTs; and „b… ratio of MD to quantum temperature
versus MD temperature
thermal conductivity in nanotubes with free boundaries is lower
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han that with periodic boundary conditions. The effect of the free
oundary is to reduce the phonon lifetime due to additional scat-
ering at the tube ends, which reduces the correlation of heat flux
ector at time t with the initial heat flux vector. This reduction is
ery strong in the 5 nm tubes. In Fig. 5�a� it is seen that the
CACF decays to zero very quickly and then fluctuates about this
alue, which leads to much lower thermal conductivity compared
o that of the PBC case �Eq. �2��. With increasing tube length the
ffect of boundary scattering is less severe, as indicated in Fig.
�b� for the 40 nm free boundary case. The HCACF curve starts to
ave a long decaying tail and becomes similar to that of the PBC.
or all PBC simulations and for free simulations of 20 nm or

onger, the HCACF has a fast decay followed by a longer decay.
n general, HCACF in PBC nanotubes decays more slowly than
hose with free boundary conditions, which leads to higher ther-

al conductivity. For both cases, HCACF decays more slowly
ith increasing length, leading to a length dependent thermal

onductivity.
It is also evident in Fig. 5 that there are pronounced high-

requency oscillations for the free boundary condition cases as
ompared to the PBC cases. This is believed to arise from the
angling carbons at the free ends, whose vibrations contribute
trongly to the periodic reversals of the heat current.

Phonon Decay Times. For the thermal conductivity calcula-
ions described above, the phonon decay times �1 and �2 were

Fig. 4 Estimated values of quantum corrected thermal condu
10… SWNTs with both: „a… free; and „b… periodic boundary con
Fig. 5 Normalized HCACF for „a… 5 nm, and
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calculated based on double exponential fits to the free and PBC
nanotube HCACF before the ballistic transport time �b. Although
this “early time” fitting was a requirement for the PBC nanotubes,
it was only done for the free nanotubes to provide a consistent
basis for comparison to the free case. Free nanotubes require no
such time truncation, so HCACF fits were also performed for
much longer times, up to 100 ps, to see the effects of fitting time.
The overall time constants were not observed to change signifi-
cantly for the fitting times investigated, although as expected the
100 ps fits resulted in the lowest fitting errors.

Results for �2 from the 100 ps HCACF fitting are shown in Fig.
6 for nanotubes with free boundary conditions, and the corre-
sponding results for �1 are found in Table 2. For PBC nanotubes it
was not possible to perform reasonable 100 ps fits for �1 and �2
directly due to the spurious self correlation effects that appeared
much earlier than this time. From Fig. 6 it is clear that �2 for
nanotubes with free boundaries increases linearly with nanotube
length and increases as temperature decreases. These phenomena
can be understood from Matthiessen’s rule

1

�2,free
=

1

�p–p
+

2

�b
=

1

�p–p
+

2c

L
�19�

Here the overall scattering rate for the free nanotube 1/�2,free is
determined by the characteristic times for phonon–phonon scatter-
ing, �p−p, and boundary scattering, �b. Note that �b is the same as

vity versus temperature at different nanotube lengths for „10,
ons
cti
„b… 40 nm „10, 10… SWNTs at TMD=300 K
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he ballistic transport time. Similar approaches have been used to
ccount for finite size effects on phonon mean free path in MD
imulations �49,50�. The �b /2 represents the average time a pho-
on has traveled �one-dimensional geometry� since last scattering
rom either end of the nanotube

�av =
l

c
=

�
0

L

z dz

c�
0

L

dz

=
L

2c
=

�b

2
�20�

Equation �19� shows that as length increases, �2,free also in-
reases. This increase is linear when �av��p−p, leading to

�2,free � �av =
L

2c
�ballistic regime� �21�

he linear increase in Fig. 6 thus indicates that the observed nano-
ubes are in the ballistic transport regime: nanotube lengths are

uch shorter than the phonon mean free path l in this regime. The
ecrease in �2,free as temperature increases indicates that the trans-
ort, although still largely ballistic, is moving toward the diffusive
nd of the ballistic–diffusive continuum. This is supported by Eq.
19� and by the well known �p−p�1/T temperature dependence in
he classical regime. Assuming that the kinetic theory proportion-
lity of thermal conductivity and phonon scattering time

k = �Ccl = �Cc2�p–p �22�
olds, this behavior is also consistent with the linear dependence
f thermal conductivity on length found in Ref. �24�. From Eq.
19� it is evident that as temperature increases, �p−p decreases and
he diffusive phonon–phonon scattering term 1/�p−p in the de-
ominator becomes larger. At high enough temperatures it will
ecome dominant, leading to fully diffusive transport, which is
haracterized by no length dependence �i.e., convergence�.

In the fully ballistic limit the speed of sound may be estimated
rom

ig. 6 Time constant �2 versus length at different tempera-
ures „TMD… for „10, 10… SWNTs with free boundary conditions

able 2 Fast decay time constant �1 „in fs… for nanotubes with
ree boundaries at different lengths and temperatures „TMD…

100 K 200 K 300 K 400 K 500 K

nm 4.02 4.098 4.116 4.182 4.249
0 nm 3.834 3.506 4.16 4.377 4.41
0 nm 3.936 4.225 4.566 4.59 5.585
0 nm 4.507 5.205 5.733 6.123 7.08
12 / Vol. 129, JUNE 2007
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c �
L

2�2,free
�ballistic regime� �23�

Applying this to the reciprocals of the slopes in Fig. 6 yields the
results in Table 3. The apparent speed of sound magnitudes range
from 25 to 34 km/s as temperature increases from 100 to 500 K.
These values are comparable to the 20 km/s LLA value in Ref. �8�,
but the increase with temperature requires some discussion. Equa-
tion �23� is only truly valid when �p−p→�, which occurs as T
→0. The apparent speed of sound calculated at higher tempera-
tures is too large since �2,free is reduced from the ballistic value by
the increasing effects of diffusive phonon–phonon scattering.
Thus, Eq. �23�, taken in the low-temperature limit, provides a
simple estimate of the speed of sound that is much easier to use
than conventional calculations based on the dispersion relation.

In general, the free nanotube fast decay times �1 in Table 2
increase slightly with temperature and nanotube length, ranging
between 4 fs and 7 fs for the various cases considered. These
local decay times are typically associated with half the vibration
period of the carbon–carbon bond, which is in general a length
and temperature independent quantity. Using the 52 THz C–C vi-
bration found in Fig. 1 yields a �1 value of 9.6 fs, which is a factor
of �2 higher than the �1 values in Table 2. The slight length and
temperature dependences observed in the table are likely due to
minor fitting errors. The reason for the low �1 values for free
nanotubes is not fully understood but may be an artifact of the
pronounced high-frequency oscillations in the HCACF decay in
the free boundary cases. It is likely that the double exponential fit
samples only the initial, overly steep high frequency decay for �1
rather than the time averaged decay over several oscillations. This
is supported by the fact that PBC “early time” autocorrelation
data, which did not exhibit pronounced high-frequency oscilla-
tions, were fitted by a double exponential to yield �1 values in the
range 8.4–11.7 fs that match the C–C vibration value well. From
visual analysis of Fig. 5, it is evident that fitting an envelope to the
peaks and valleys of the autocorrelation decay for free boundary
cases yields a slower decay approximately equal to both the C–C
and PBC “early time” �1 values.

Length Dependence of Thermal Conductivity. With in-
creased system size, thermal conductivity is increased for both
free and PBC cases shown in Fig. 7. This is consistent with the
length dependence found by others �18,20–22,24�. Since the long-
est tube length modeled here is 40 nm, the thermal conductivity is
still far from its ultimate bulk value. The thermal conductivity
value is 158 W/m K for a 40 nm tube at 300 K. This is similar to
the �160 W/m K at 61.5 nm length value reported in Ref. �20�
and somewhat lower than the 215 W/m K at 50 nm length value
reported in Ref. �21�. A significant question that arises is: why
does thermal conductivity of the PBC cases increase with length,
since there are no free ends and thus no boundary scattering
should occur?

The length dependence of thermal conductivity is not a simu-
lation artifact but rather is a real physical effect arising both from
the boundary scattering effects discussed above �Eq. �19�� and
from the vibrational modes in the nanotube. Longer nanotubes
allow additional vibrational modes, and each mode created by
increasing the nanotube length provides a new channel for heat
transport. Thus, the heat capacity increases with length. However,

Table 3 Apparent „10,10… carbon nanotube speed of sound
„m/s… estimated from Fig. 6 and Eq. „23… at different tempera-
tures „TMD…

100 K 200 K 300 K 400 K 500 K

25,100 28,800 30,041 32,900 34,100
thermal conductivity is proportional to heat capacity per unit vol-
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me �C, which does not increase with length. So, something else
ust be responsible for the length dependence of thermal conduc-

ivity in PBC nanotubes. Two explanations come to mind. First,
he additional modes allowed by the longer nanotubes have
maller wave vectors. Modes with low wave vector have a lower
robability of Umklapp scattering, and thus are more long lived
han the already existing higher frequency modes. When included
ith these modes, the net effect is to increase the overall relax-

tion time and thermal conductivity. Additionally, the results of a
ecent study �51� indicate that normalized phonon density of states
f �10,10� nanotubes does display some length dependence.
riefly, the frequency distribution does not remain constant with

ncreases in length, but instead a redistribution toward lower fre-
uencies occurs. Generally the lower frequencies have higher
roup velocities which, along with Eq. �22�, might explain the
bserved increase in PBC thermal conductivity with length. It is
ossible that the length dependence arises as an artifact of the
rtificial self-correlation that occurs as the phonon circles the
imulation cell multiple times. Such correlation effects would be
ikely to decrease with length as the simulation cell dimension
pproaches and then exceeds the phonon correlation length, so are
ot likely to contribute to the observed increase in thermal con-
uctivity with length.

Homogeneous Nonequilibrium Molecular Dynamics. To de-
ermine the effect of MD simulation method on calculated thermal
onductivity, the homogeneous NEMD method was applied to
nm and 10 nm SWNTs with PBC at 300 K. A perturbing force

e
� was applied in the axial direction with magnitudes ranging

rom 0.05 to 0.4, the resultant heat current components Jz�Fe
� , t�

ere calculated, and k�Fe
� � was found using Eq. �5�. A plot of

erturbed thermal conductivity versus magnitude of perturbing
orce is shown in Fig. 8. Also shown in Fig. 8 for comparison are
hermal conductivity values and data points read from a similar
lot from Berber et al. �16�. Note that these data are for a 2.5 nm
anotube at 100 K; Ref. �16� does not provide perturbed thermal
onductivity versus magnitude of perturbing force plots at other
emperatures or nanotube lengths.

A fit to these data points is required in order to estimate the

acroscopic �unperturbed� thermal conductivity k�Fe
� =0�. As

here is no unambiguous choice for the fitting function in the
iterature, two types of fits have been chosen: a 1/x type fit, which
ppears to be the type employed by Berber et al., and an expo-

Fig. 7 Uncorrected thermal conductivity versus length at dif
and „b… periodic boundary conditions
ential fit. The functional forms of the fits are k�Fe�=a / �Fe−b�
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and k�Fe�=A1 exp�−Fe/ t1�, each with two fitting parameters
�Table 4�. The 1/x fit is shifted along the abscissa by the amount
b in order to allow extrapolation to a finite macroscopic conduc-
tivity. A simple power law fit y=a /x is not used because extrapo-

lation to zero Fe
� gives an unphysical infinite thermal conductivity.

Extrapolation to zero Fe
� by the exponential fit gives thermal

conductivities 233 W/m K for 5 nm and 240 W/m K for 10 nm
SWNT at 300 K, and using the 1/x fit gives 345 W/m K for 5 nm
and 375 W/m K for 10 nm �Fig. 4�. These values are significantly
higher than the corresponding values calculated in this paper by
the EMD method �73 W/m K for EMD with PBC for 10 nm
SWNT at 300 K�, but still much lower than the 300 K value of
6600 W/m K reported in Ref. �16�. To explain the discrepancy
with Berber et al.’s value, we have fit their available
�100 K,2.5 nm� data points using both exponential and 1/x type
fits. We were unable to reproduce their 100 K value of
37,000 W/m K. Our exponential fit to their data yielded a value
of about 235 W/m K, which is similar to our exponential fitting

nt temperatures „TMD… for „10, 10… SWNTs with both: „a… free;

Fig. 8 Perturbed thermal conductivity versus perturbation
„Fe… calculated by homogeneous molecular dynamics simula-
tion at TMD=300 K. Macroscopic thermal conductivity values
fere
for the various cases are underlined.
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alues for 5 nm and 10 nm nanotubes at 300 K, while the 1/x
ype fit did not yield any value as the fitted curve never inter-
epted the y axis. The influence of error in reading data from the
lot was investigated by incorporating small changes in the ob-
ained data points and observing the resultant change in fitting
arameters and conductivity. No significant changes were ob-
erved; the exponential fit macroscopic thermal conductivity
hanged by �5% and the 1/x fit conductivity was still undefined.
o, it is unlikely that the discrepancies between the present results
nd those in Ref. �16� are due to misreading of the published data.

The overall error in the exponential fit values for 5 nm and
0 nm nanotubes is about 4%, while that of the 1/x fit is about
3%. The macroscopic thermal conductivity values for 5 nm and
0 nm nanotubes differ by less than this error, so no clear length
ffect can be determined from the HNEMD data points. The 1/x
nd exponential fits differ by about 35%, with the 1/x fit consis-
ently higher than the exponential fit. This difference may be taken
s a rough estimate of the uncertainty in the values obtained by
NEMD.

Comparison to Literature Values. Although extrapolation us-
ng different fitting functions will result in different thermal con-
uctivity values from homogeneous NEMD, it is not clear how
he presented k versus Fe data in Berber’s paper could be extrapo-
ated to yield a 100 K thermal conductivity value of
7,000 W/m K. This also brings into question the value of
600 W/m K reported at 300 K. Moreland et al. �21�, Maruyama
22�, and recently Padgett and Brenner �20� all used direct NEMD
nd found similar conductivity values, despite using different po-
entials and boundary conditions. Results in the present paper for
oth EMD and homogeneous NEMD cases are similar to those in
he above three papers but are much smaller than that from Che et
l. �18� who used EMD and the same boundary conditions. The
nly difference is the potential, REBO versus Tersoff–Brenner,
hich did not appear to play a significant role in the three direct
EMD simulations above. The reason for the difference between
he’s and the present data are thus still not clear, although scaling
y the same cross-sectional area reduces the discrepancy to a fac-
or of �5. It is possible that the precise procedure used in the
utocorrelation decay calculation and fitting process in Ref. �18�
ay also play some role, but these details are not provided so no

efinitive statement can be made. Osman et al. �17� used the same
EMD and heat flux control technique as Padgett and Brenner

20� but got much higher values. At present, these discrepancies
re also not understood, unless they are a result of stress or some
ther unknown factor.

The earlier thermal conductivity results in Table 1 show con-
iderable scatter and have not been replicated by other groups.
he more recent results, including those of the present paper, are
ll on the order of a few hundred W/m K for the tube lengths
onsidered. Due to the consistency found in these later results, it
s believed that these are more likely to be correct than the earlier
alues. This is confirmed by Mingo and Broido �24� who found
bout 100 W/m K for a 100 nm �10, 0� SWNT at 316 K. Al-

Table 4 Fitting parameters and macroscopic thermal conduc

1/x fit

Macroscopic
thermal

conductivity
�W/m K�

a
�W/m K Å−1�

nm 345 23.3
0 nm 375 22.3
ef. 16 �2.5 nm, 100 K� undefined 7.72996
hough the temperature and chirality are different, the order of
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magnitude is the same. The ultimate test of correctness is, how-
ever, similarity to experimental data. The “correct” simulations in
Table 1 are an order of magnitude lower than available experi-
mental data, but are also performed on tubes that are short �most
are less than a few hundred nm� relative to the expected experi-
mental lengths of a few microns in order to enable comparison of
a variety of papers. Simulations on longer tubes �400 nm �22� and
1000 nm �21�� indicate that thermal conductivity has still not con-
verged and will continue to increase with tube length. This behav-
ior is expected due to the long phonon mean free path and is a
likely reason for the low “correct” values. This indicates that cal-
culated values approaching experimental values may be attainable
for simulations performed on sufficiently long tubes. Additionally,
HNEMD yields values a factor of 3–12 higher than EMD PBC
results calculated for the same tube length. Detailed discussion of
the differences among the various simulation methods is the sub-
ject of another publication �51�. It remains to be seen whether
differences in intermolecular potential will have a significant ef-
fect at longer tube lengths.

Conclusions
Using molecular dynamics simulations we have calculated the

thermal conductivity for �10, 10� single-wall carbon nanotubes as
a function of temperature, length, and simulation method for both
free boundary and periodic boundary conditions. To qualitatively
account for the quantum effect, a correction is made to the thermal
conductivity. The corrected values increase with increasing tem-
perature and fall off at high temperature, showing a trend that is
consistent with experimental observations. The free boundaries
reduce phonon lifetime due to additional phonon scattering at tube
ends and therefore give lower thermal conductivity than that of
periodic boundary conditions. Thermal conductivity increases
with length at all temperature and boundary conditions. Linear
increases in �2 and monotonic increases in thermal conductivity
indicate ballistic transport in these simulations, and provide a
simple means to estimate phonon speed of sound. An uncorrected
value of about 160 W/m K is found at 300 K for a 40 nm tube
length using equilibrium molecular dynamics. Homogeneous non-
equilibrium molecular dynamics simulation indicates a factor of
3–12 increase as compared to equilibrium molecular dynamics
with periodic boundary conditions for nanotubes at 300 K. The
present results agree well with recent theoretical results for carbon
nanotube thermal conductivity, which are consistent with each
other at comparable nanotube lengths. Discrepancies between
simulated and experimental values are attributed to length effects,
and may also arise due to the effects of simulation method, stress,
and intermolecular potential.
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omenclature
b � density of states per atom
C � heat capacity �per unit mass�
c � speed of sound

D � density of states �states/frequency�
� � atomic energy including both potential and

kinetic
EMD � equilibrium molecular dynamics

f ij
� � force on atom i due to atom j

Fe
� � external force field in homogeneous NEMD

Fi
� � total force on atom i

HCACF � heat current autocorrelation function
HNEMD � homogeneous nonequilibrium molecular

dynamics
h, 
 � Planck’s constant, Planck’s constant divided by

2�
J � heat current
k � thermal conductivity �axial direction�

kB � Boltzmann’s constant
L � nanotube length
l � phonon mean free path

m � atomic mass
M � number of primitive cells in simulation domain

MD � molecular dynamics
MWNT � multi-wall carbon nanotube

N � number of atoms
NEMD � nonequilibrium molecular dynamics

p � number of basis atoms per primitive cell
PBC � periodic boundary conditions

rij � distance between atom i and j
r� � atomic position vector

REBO � reactive bond order potential
SWNT � single-wall carbon nanotube

S � scale factor in density of states
q � heat flux

T, Tq � �quantum� temperature
TMD � MD temperature

�t � MD simulation timestep
tcorr � correlation time
trun � simulation run time
TB � Tersoff–Brenner potential

v� � atomic velocity vector
V � volume of nanotube

reek
� � frequency

�D � Debye frequency
� � mass density

�1, �2 � time constant in double exponential fit for
HCACF

�b � boundary scattering time
�p-p � phonon–phonon scattering time

� � angular frequency
�� � angular velocity of simulation system

	k � probable error of thermal conductivity
	T � probable error of temperature

	�J�t�J�0�� � probable error of HCACF
�� � average

ubscripts
acoustic � acoustic modes

av � averaged over all four acoustic modes
D � Debye

i, j, k � summation index, atom index
free � free boundary condition
full � full
LA � longitudinal acoustic mode
long � longitudinal

ournal of Heat Transfer
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max � maximum angular frequency in density of
states

PBC � periodic boundary condition
qc � quantum corrected

TA � transverse acoustic mode
tot � total density of states

TW � twist acoustic mode
z � axial direction
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